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Resumen

En este documento se pre-
senta un método simple y rá-
pido para una segmentación 
automática de la boca y sus 
componentes a partir del rostro 
de un hablante en imágenes a 
color. Primero se requiere una 
función de transformación lineal 
a pedazos en la imagen, seguida 
de una conversión del modelo 
RGB al HLS; segundo, se apli-
can un umbral y una proyección 
de su resultado binario para lo-
calizar automáticamente la boca; 
tercero, se realiza un etiquetado 
de pixeles para separar la boca 
del resto del fondo; finalmente, 
se extraen las áreas de cavidad 
bucal, dientes y lengua, um-
bralizando rangos de color en 
los planos de rojo, verde, azul, 
tono, saturación e intensidad. 
Este método fue desarrollado 
como un paso fundamental en 
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un proceso de caracterización 
visual de fonemas consonantes 
del idioma español a partir de 
secuencias de imágenes, el cual 
es uno de los módulos hacia un 
sistema de lectura de labios.

Palabras clave: Análisis 
del color en la imagen, procesa-
miento de imagen, segmentación 
de imagen, visión de máquina.

Abstract 

In this paper a simple and 
fast method for an automatic 
segmentation of the mouth and 
its components from a speaker’s 
face in color images is present-
ed. Firstly, a piecewise linear 
transformation function on the 
image is required, followed by 
a conversion from RGB to HLS 
model; secondly, a threshold and 
a projection of its binary result 
are applied in order to automati-
cally locate the mouth; thirdly, 
a pixel labeling is performed to 
separate the mouth from the re-
maining background; finally, by 
the threshold of color ranges on 
red, green, blue, hue, saturation, 
and intensity planes, the areas 
of oral cavity, teeth, and tongue 
are extracted. This method was 
developed as a fundamental step 
in a Spanish consonant phoneme 
visual characterization process 
from image sequences, which 
is one of the modules towards a 
lipreading system.

Key words: Image color 
analysis, image processing, 
image segmentation, machine 
vision.

of them with similar attributes; the 
level to which the decomposition 
is carried depends on the problem 
being solved. There are many seg-
mentation techniques (e.g. thresh-
old, boundary-based approaches, 
texture-based approaches, template 
matching, region-based approaches 
and clustering), the most basic at-
tribute for their implementation is 
image amplitude (luminance for 
gray-level images and color com-
ponents for color images).4 How-
ever, the use of gray-level images 
in Digital Image Processing and 
Computer Vision is being replaced 
by color images due to their increas-
ing relevance in many applications 
and the advancement of computer 
resources.5-8 Suitability of color is 
evident, it is an excellent descriptor 
that simplifies object identification 
and extraction from a scene, in addi-
tion, humans can discern thousands 
of color shades and intensities, 
compared to about only two dozen 
shades of gray.1

The most common color repre-
sentation is the RGB model since 
color appears in its additive primary 
components of red (R), green (G), 
and blue (B), which are the colors 
that human eye can see as variable 
combinations of light. However, the 
characteristics generally used,1,3, 

9-11 to distinguish one color from 
another are hue, saturation, and 
brightness, due to the fact that 
hue represents dominant color as 
perceived by the observer, not in 
percentages of red, green, or blue 
colors, so it is a better descriptor; 
saturation is a measurement of 
purity of the color, that is why it is 
commonly used as a masking image 
in order to isolate regions of interest 
(ROI) in the hue image; brightness 
embodies the concept of intensity, 
which carries no color information 
to the image, so it is less used, but 
it is crucial when describing color 
sensation. Hue and saturation taken 
together are called chromaticity; 

I. Introduction

Image segmentation refers to the 
decomposition of a scene into dis-
joint and homogeneous regions.1-3 
These regions are supposed to cor-
respond to actual objects, or parts 
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therefore, brightness and chromatic-
ity characterize color.1

This paper is organized as 
follows. Section 2 describes the 
problem being solved and provides 
a brief state-of-the-art review. Sec-
tion 3 explains the proposed method 
to automatically locate the mouth. 
Section 4 shows how the areas of 
oral cavity, teeth, and tongue are 
extracted. Finally, Section 5 draws 
the results and conclusions.

II. Description of the Problem

In order to implement a comput-
er system for the visual character-
ization of a subset of Spanish con-
sonant phonemes, several processes 
have to be applied. Among others, it 
is necessary the location and track-
ing of the mouth within a speakerʼs 
face from a video sequence; then, 
location of certain points (corners, 
vertical extreme) and extraction of 
specific features of the components 
(oral cavity, teeth, tongue) of the 
mouth are required to build the 
feature vectors to characterize (and 
later recognize) the phonemes.

This kind of system is one of 
the modules towards a lipreading 
system, a well-known approach 
widely explored in recent years. 
Relevance of visual information is 
evident; several studies have shown 
that adding visual information to 
the acoustic one provides a higher 
rate of speech recognition, particu-
larly within noisy environments or 
when several persons are talking 
simultaneously,12 since a visual 
component provides information 
that is not always present in acoustic 
signals.13

Different approaches have been 
used in visual speech recognition, 
for example, active contours or sha-
pe models to extract lip shapes,14-16 
time-delayed neural networks for 
visual classification,17 Markov 
models,18,9,10 or support vector 
machines19 for recognition. Most of 

them are effective, but can be slow 
if applied to image sequences due 
to their complexity. Furthermore, 
investigation of color advantages 
and their effects in visual segmen-
tation of the mouth has made that 
gray-scale imagery be replaced 
by color imagery (and individual 
processing of color components 
is desirable as changes of color 
between lips and skin are easier to 
see within a particular color plane). 
Consequently, speed has become 
a more serious concern. Most re-
search in lipreading systems has 
focused in characterization of the 
lips. However, only a few of them 
extract other relevant components 
of the mouth (e.g. teeth, tongue) 
which help to achieve a more accu-
rate result. The main concern (and 
contribution) of this work is that 
visual speech research in Mexico 
is very early, that is, lipreading 
systems have been implemented for 
various languages, but there are not 
known implementations for its use 
in Spanish.

In this paper, we will demon-
strate that location of the mouth and 
extraction of its components can be 
performed using a method based on 
simple segmentation techniques. 
Its biggest advantage over others is 
that its processes run faster so that 
the color video sequence keeps its 
fluidity. This is a desirable quality 
in this kind of work since it gets 
us closer to real-time applications. 
However, for this approach to work, 
the video sequence should exhibit a 
good contrast and illumination. The 
mouth must not leave screen area, 
or present considerable rotation, but 
displacement and/or change of scale 
are allowed. besides, complex and 
big backgrounds must be avoided.

III. Location of the Mouth

The proposed method consists, 
in its first phase, of one contrast 
stretching technique applied before 
a color conversion, and one applied 
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after, followed by two segmenta-
tion techniques. The result of this 
process is the automatic location 
of the mouth from a speakerʼs 
face, whether we use a single color 
image, or a color video sequence. 
They will be described in the next 
sections.

A. RGB to HLS Conversion

A color model is a specifica-
tion of a coordinate system and a 
subspace within that system where 
each color is represented by a single 
point. Its purpose is to facilitate the 
specification of colors. In terms of 
Digital Image Processing, the most 
commonly used models are the 
RGB model for color monitors or 
video cameras, the CMYK (cyan, 
magenta, yellow, black) for color 
printing, and the HSI or HLS model 
(Hue, Luminance or Intensity, Satu-
ration) which corresponds with the 
way humans describe and interpret 
color.1 

The red, green, and blue colors 
are the colors that the human eye 
can see as variable combinations of 
light. However, the RGB, CMYK, 
and other similar color models can 
not describe colors in a practical 
human interpretation, that is, the 
human eye does not describe objects 
as percentages of color, but by their 
hue, saturation, and brightness. That 
is why the HLS model, particularly 
the hue plane, is an ideal tool for 
developing image processing algo-
rithms based on color descriptions, 
as in this case, for the segmentation 
of the mouth. Changing from one 
model to another is a straightfor-
ward process in most cases. In order 
to convert RGB pixels to HLS com-
ponents, different methods have 
been developed;1,3,9-11 for this work 
purpose, the following pseudocode 
based on analysis of those methods 
was implemented.

Pseudocode for pixel conver-
sion from RGB to HLS model.

R=Red/255; 
G=Green/255; 
B=Blue/255; 
Mi=min(R,G,B); 
Ma=max(R,G,B);
Lightness=255*(Ma+Mi)/2;
if (Ma=Mi) 
{
Saturation=0;
Hue=0;
} 
else
{
if (Lightness<=127) 
Saturation=255*(Ma-Mi)/(Ma+Mi); 
else   
Saturation=255*(Ma-Mi)/(2-Ma-Mi); 
if (R=Ma) 
Hue=(G-B)/(Ma-Mi); 
else 
if (G=Ma) 
Hue=2+(B-R)/(Ma-Mi); 
else 
Hue=4+(R-G)/(Ma-Mi); 
Hue=Hue*60; 
if (Hue<0) 
Hue=Hue+360; 
Hue=255*Hue/360;
}

Effects of this conversion to 
get the hue image are shown in Fig. 
1a, whose uselessness to directly 
perform a segmentation is evident. 
Even if a face with made-up lips 
is presented, results are not good 
(Fig. 1b).

Figura 1. Left: original image; Right: hue image

(a) Face under natural conditions (b) Face with make-up
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However, if a piecewise lin-
ear transformation function is 
performed before the conversion, 
results are quite different as shown 
in Fig. 5. This concept will be ap-
propriately explained in the follow-
ing sections.

B. Contrast Stretching

In order to obtain an image that 
could be more useful to the segmen-
tation of the mouth, an extensive 
testing was made with different 
ranges of color within the original 
image, that is, image enhancement 
techniques were applied. 

The main objective of enhance-
ment is to process an image so that 
the result is more suitable than the 
original for a specific application. 
One way to enhance an image is by 
performing a contrast modification. 
By contrast we mean the existence 
of sudden changes of the relative 
frequency in the number of pixels 
for different color levels. This kind 
of process is known as spatial do-
main method, which refers to pro-
cedures that operate directly on the 
pixels. These processes are denoted 
by the expression

g(x,y) = T[f(x,y)] (1)

where f(x, y) is the input image, 
g(x, y) is the processed image, and 
T is an operator on f, defined over 
some neighborhood of (x, y).1

In Computer Vision, the images 
to be recognized must present high 
contrast, since this provides a more 
efficient segmentation.20 This is done 
by darkening the levels below m and 
brightening the levels above m in the 
image (Fig. 2).

Applying this technique, known 
as contrast stretching, the values of 
f(x, y) below m are compressed by 
the transformation function into a 
narrow range of g( x, y ), toward 
black; the opposite effect occurs 
for values of f(x, y) above m.1 Two 
of the simplest ways to perform a 

contrast stretching are the threshold 
function and the piecewise linear 
transformation function.

1) Threshold function: This 
function, a limiting case of contrast 
stretching, produces a binary image 
based on a threshold. The values 
below the threshold turn black and 
the values above the threshold turn 
white (Fig. 3). This is a simple and 
powerful tool for segmentation, 
though sometimes it provides bad 
results if the input image is too 
complex.

Figura 2. Form of contrast stretching function

2) Piecewise Linear Transfor-
mation function: Contrast stretching 
transformation is one of the simplest 
piecewise linear functions. Low-
contrast images can result from poor 
illumination or lack of dynamic 
range (the range of values spanned 
by the color scale of an image) in 
the imaging sensor, what we want 
is to increase (or decrease) the dy-
namic range of the color levels in 
the image.

In Fig. 4, the locations of points 
(r1, s1) and (r2, s2) control the shape 
of the transformation function, for 
simplicity in notation, r and s are 
variables denoting, respectively, the 
gray level of f(x, y) and g(x, y) at any 
point (x, y). If r1 = s1 and r2 = s2,  the 
transformation produces no changes 
in the image. If r1 = r2, s1 = 0 and s2 
= L-1 (L is the maximum value in the 
image), the transformation becomes 
a threshold function. In general, r1 

Figura 3. Form of thresholding function
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≤ r2 and s1 ≤ s2 is assumed so that 
the function is single valued and 
monotonically increasing.1

separated from the background. 
Effectiveness of this process is 
shown in Fig. 6, the same examples 
as before.

C. Amplitude Projection

From the resulting binary im-
age, location of the mouth is almost 
trivial. At this stage, an average 
amplitude projection of the image 
along its rows in the white pixels 
is implemented (Fig. 7) in order to 
delimitate the region of the mouth. 

The horizontal and vertical 
projections of an image are used to 
isolate image segments,2,4 and are 
defined as

Figura 4. Form of piecewise linear transforma-
tion function

As a result of experimenting 
with the aforementioned tech-
niques, it was discovered that 
applying a piecewise linear trans-
formation function to the original 
image with r1 = 127, s1 = 67, r2 = 
128, and s2 = 188 in the green (G) 
plane, the resulting image exhibits 
a better separation of the regions of 
interest, as shown in Fig. 5 with the 
same images of Fig. 1.

Figura 5. Left: modified image; Right: resul-
ting hue image

(a) Face under natural conditions

(b) Face with make-up

Once the hue conversion is per-
formed in the contrasted image, a 
threshold function with m = 234 is ap-
plied so that the lips are completely 

(a) Face under natural conditions

(b) Face with make-up

Figura 6. Left: hue image; Right: result of 
thresholding

However, the projection along 
the columns is not required for our 
purpose due to certain irregulari-
ties, that is, the shadows of the face 
and other parts of the image, which 
gives us a bad segmentation (Fig. 
7) in some cases.
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Instead of using the columns 
projection, we take the peak row of 
the rows projection, assuming that 
it is necessarily a part of the mouth 
since this is the largest white region 
of the image, and we search for a 
black region in a growing rectangle, 
resulting in the separation of the 
rectangle containing the mouth 
from the rest of the image without 
user intervention (Fig. 8).

Figura 7. Rows and columns projection of the 
image

From now on, the rest of the 
image is forgotten and we work 
only with the rectangle containing 
the mouth, which helps to reduce 
computational time.

D. Pixel Labeling

In order to locate relevant points 
of the mouth, we need to completely 
isolate the mouth from the rest of 
the skin in the rectangle. This is 
accomplished by using a pixel label-
ing algorithm.

Figura 8. Automatic location of the mouth

Pixel labeling is a simple and 
effective method of segmentation of 
binary images. The image is raster 
scanned left to right and top to bot-
tom, the current pixel is labeled as 
belonging to either an object or a 
hole by examining its connectivity 
to its neighbors.2

Before labeling the rectangular 
area a partition in four parts was 
applied, labeling separately each 
one of them, and always scanning to 
the center of the rectangle, obtain-
ing the mouth with a minor error 
probability. Results of this process 
are shown in Fig. 9, where color of 
the background labeling is green, 
just for the example illustration. 
The outer contour of the mouth is 
obtained, which also helps to locate 
corners and vertical extrema of the 
mouth. Finally, since the processes 
are computationally inexpensive, it 
was decided to re-locate the mouth 
in every processed frame instead 
of a mere tracking. This is done 

Figura 9. Pixel labeling to isolate mouth from 
background
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in order to make the method more 
accurate.

IV. Extraction of Relevant Areas

Once we have the region of 
the mouth, the second phase of the 
proposed method is the extraction 
of the areas that help to visually 
understand what a person is saying. 
By means of experimentation with 
RGB and HLS separated planes we 
found adequate thresholds for the 
extraction of oral cavity, teeth, and 
tongue areas in most cases.

A. Oral Cavity

Oral cavity is properly extracted 
within the range of 0 to 85 of the 
red plane of the original image as 
shown in Fig. 10.

rate. Hue image alone, also finds 
teeth, but less accurately.

Figura 10. Oral cavity in black applying a 
threshold of m = 85 to the red plane

B. Teeth

Lower teeth are extracted 
through the saturation and inten-
sity planes of a piecewise linear 
transformed image (as shown in 
Fig. 5) with thresholds of m = 100 
and m = 160, respectively. Upper 
teeth are more difficult to extract 
in some cases because the upper 
lip clouds them. However, this can 
be fixed with a better illumination 
of the scene.

It is confirmed from Fig. 11 that 
lightness image is a good descriptor 
only for bright surfaces, since teeth 
are supposed to be white, lightness 
can describe them. However, the en-
vironment illumination makes other 
unwanted regions appear within 
the image; that is why saturation is 
applied to lightness as a masking 
image, because the two of them 
together find teeth with less error 

(a) Modified image                  (b) m = 100 - saturation                         (c) m = 160 - intensity

Figura 11. Teeth are extracted by coupling saturation and intensity planes of a piecewise linear 
transformed image

C. Tongue

Figura 12 shows how the area 
of the tongue is extracted from the 
saturation plane of the original im-
age; we found that a threshold of m 
= 40 provides good results. Then, 
we mask the teeth area to eliminate 
undesirable segments.

V. Results and Conclusion

An easy and fast method for 
an automatic segmentation of the 
mouth and its components from 
a speakerʼs face in color images 
was presented here. The method 
provides an efficient segmenta-
tion regardless of displacement, 
changes of scale, or some rotation 
of the speaker. The segmentation is 
more accurate if lips with make-up 
are shown, since images are better 
contrasted; however, a good seg-
mentation is achieved in natural 
conditions too.

Figura 12. Tongue is extracted from black 
predominant area

Figura 13. Sequence of frames showing the segmented mouth and its components: oral cavity in 
blue, teeth in green, and tongue in red
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Since this investigation is in-
tended for a lipreading application, 
the method is robust to mouth de-
formations (talking). It works with 
a single image or with every frame 
of a video sequence (regardless the 
file type). In addition, fluidity of 
video sequences being processed 
is very acceptable (see Table I) on 
a P4 1.8Ghz with 256Mb of RAM, 
an ATI Radeon 9000 video card, and 
Windows XP O. S.

The tested database is a set of 
320 video sequences fixed to a size 
of 255x255 pixels in the imple-
mented system, at 30 f/s, and 24 bits 
uncompressed format, giving aver-
age location and extraction results 
of more than 90% (see sample in 
Table I). Currently, we are experi-
menting with complex faces, e.g. 
with beard, mustache or different 
skin color.

Some limitations of the method 
are: illumination must be accept-
able to avoid low contrast prob-
lems (e.g. bad threshold results, 
undefined contours); mouth must 
not completely leave the screen 
area since location errors can oc-
cur. Similarly, rotation should not 
be excessive and video sequences 
should display only the face, that 
is, complex and big backgrounds 
should be avoided.

Table I. Results of a Test Sample

 Video # of frames Proc. time LOC PRE

 1 260 10-12 f/s 100% 94%

 2 210  100% 93%

 3 366  100% 96%

 4 574  100% 98%

 5 147  100% 87%

LOC: Correctly Located Frames. PRE: Feature Extraction Precision.
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